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Foreword 
Each year an evaluation committee meets before the Texas Star Party to discuss the 

candidates who have been nominated for the Omega Centauri award. The Omega Centauri is 

awarded to the person(s) whose notable efforts have increased Public awareness and/or 

knowledge of astronomy and/or amateur astronomy. 

For a short history of TSP, see https://texasstarparty.org/?s=history 

Our thanks to authors Dan & Rebe Roy for the assembly and production of this history of 

recipients, 36 years after its inception!  Despite some gaps of information for a few of the 

recipients, this is a wonderful assemblage about these people, who they are, and why they do 

what they do.  We hope it will inspire others for the future! 

 

A note from the authors: 

Dear friends, 

Looking for details about the Omega Centauri award I realized what a wonderful symbol it 
truly is.    A huge beehive of  closely linked beacons going their own way under mutual 
attraction.  So relatively close but still fuzzy and mysterious, probably a remnant of something 
once much larger but with no organizing center (or is there a small black hole there?).  Yup, we 
don’t know much about it, like us at the eyepiece marveling at whatever so small a portion we 
can guess of the 5% of what is there.  Like for its name sake, I could find very little about the 
Omega Centauri award besides a most impressive list of names. 

So, following a suggestion by my greater sister Rene, I think someone should volunteer to put 
together in one place a history of this award, digging through the nomination forms and 
whatever information we can glean to summarize the nominee’s achievements and putting it 
on an appropriate website (after securing all approvals of course).   The time is now when 
most of the folks who know are still with us!  By “in”reaching to some of whom a great priest 
called “the artisans of the common good”, Rebe and I will feel a bit more worthy of the great 
honor you have bestowed upon us.  We have plenty of time, enthusiasm and enough “know 
how” to contribute.   Kindly let us know if you believe that this would be useful and provide us 
with all the pointers you can think of.  All the best.  Cheers, 

Dan & Rebe 

http://www.leaguecity.com/3210/Daniel-and-Rebeca-Roy 

 

https://texasstarparty.org/?s=history
http://www.leaguecity.com/3210/Daniel-and-Rebeca-Roy
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1983 Paul Maley 
My life-long interest in exploring everything of 

interest in the night sky (and the day sky also) has 

been largely focused on planning and executing 

expeditions to observe eclipses of the Sun as well as 

eclipses of stars by asteroids.  My first objects of 

interest were clouds and the Moon which later 

expanded my horizons to things that were not easily 

seen with the unaided eye.  Born in New York the day 

before a total eclipse of the Sun, I was inspired by the 

late Aline B. Carter, former poet laureate of Texas 

who taught astronomy at the Witte Museum in San 

Antonio, Texas in 1958. 

I observe comets, space debris, asteroids, meteor 

showers, eclipses of the Sun and Moon, artificial 

earth satellites and collecting accounts of 

space/launch debris recoveries. My earthbound exploration travels have allowed me to visit 

294 countries and territories¹ so far.  From 1969 to 2010 I worked as a contractor at the NASA 

Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. My academic credentials include a B.S. (Pan 

American College), M.S., and M.B.A (University of Houston – Clear Lake). I conceived and 

developed a public outreach arm of the JSC Astronomical Society called RING OF FIRE 

EXPEDITIONS which has offered astronomical tours to the general public since 1970.  More 

than 2,000 people have participated. I have traveled to 73 eclipses of the Sun around the 

world.  In 2010 I founded the Clear Lake Marathon Training Trail and have completed half 

marathons on all 7 continents. 

I have published photos in publications such as Aviation Week & Space Technology and 

National Geographic; videos on CNN, ABC, NBC, CBS, Discovery News Channel, and the Science 

Channel; papers in the Astrophysical Journal, Astronomical Journal and many others. (\ 

Source: https://pauldmaley.com/  

 

  

https://pauldmaley.com/
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1984 Debbie Byrd 
 

Debbie was born in 1951 in San Antonio, 

Texas. She is an American science 

journalist, who created the long-running 

Star Date radio series for the McDonald 

Observatory in West Texas in 1978, and 

produced it until 1991. 

She then went on to create, produce 

and host the widely broadcast Earth & 

Sky radio series, which aired on National 

Public Radio and overseas for 22 years 

(1991-2013). Today, Debbie serves as 

Editor-in-Chief for the popular 

EarthSky.org website; it presents 

science news and night sky information 

to millions around the world. The 

website's daily newsletter, EarthSky 

News, has about a quarter-million 

subscribers.  

Debbie has won numerous awards from 

the broadcasting and science 

communities, including having an 

asteroid named 3505 Byrd in her honor. She was an early winner of the Klumpke-Roberts 

Award of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. In 2003, Earth & Sky became the first radio 

show ever to win a Public Service Award from the U.S. National Science Board "for its 

achievement in broadcasting explanations of research and everyday science to a worldwide 

audience". In 2011, Debbie was awarded the Arts and Sciences Advocacy Award from the 

Council of Colleges of Arts and Sciences (CCAS). CCAS bestows this award upon an individual or 

organization demonstrating exemplary advocacy for the arts and sciences. Debbie is also (and 

perhaps most importantly) the founder of the Texas Star Party in 1989, held annually as a 

weekend event for 3 years at Davis Mountains Star Park.   

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deborah_Byrd 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deborah_Byrd
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1985 George Ellis 
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1986 Don & Shelly Garland 

 

Donald Roy Garland of Ft Worth, Texas, passed away Tuesday, October 24, 2017, at his home 

in Fort Worth. He was born on 24 Mar 1954 in Tarrant County.  Don is survived by his wife 

Shelly and two children Ian and Jennifer, and brother David.  

Don Garland was instrumental in bringing TSP to Prude Ranch in 1982, and was a lead 

organizer for many years.  Don was a visionary on long-duration videography and developed 

the concept of star-motion background animation as seen in his 1988 TSP video. 

Don was planetarium director for the Noble Planetarium for many years, and a member of the 

Junior Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas (JTAS). 

Source: https://texasstarparty.org/don-garland-tsp-pioneer-dies/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7YbmRD1aOo
http://www.fwmuseum.org/noble-planetarium-about
https://texasstarparty.org/don-garland-tsp-pioneer-dies/
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1987 Carol Rodgers 
Carol Nan Prigmore Rodgers, 78, of Joshua, a retired engineering senior administrator, died 

Friday March 26, 2010 in Joshua. Carol was born July 3, 1931 in Dallas to Carl Taylor and 

Mamie Alyne Smith Prigmore. She was a loving mother, grandmother and friend. Carol was a 

member of G.D.R.A. Astronomy Club and a member of Eastern Star. After retirement, she and 

her husband L.G. moved to Godley and they enjoyed farming and ranching. After L.G.’s death, 

she expanded her interests into donkeys, horses, goats, and rescuing cats and dogs. Carol was 

preceded in death by her husband L.G. in 2004; parents and grandparents. Survivors: 

Daughter, Barbara West of Joshua; son, Michael Rodgers and wife Donna of Houston; 

grandchildren, Brandy West of Burleson, Michelle Rodgers of Houston, Kristina Larsen and 

husband Stian of Norway; extended family and friends. 

Source: http://www.mountainvalleyfuneralhome.com/book-of-memories/2203559/Rodgers-

Carol/obituary.php 

Carol was an active volunteer for the General Dynamics Recreation Assoc(GDRA) Astronomy 

club and was Registrar for TSP in the early years. 

  

http://www.mountainvalleyfuneralhome.com/book-of-memories/2203559/Rodgers-Carol/obituary.php
http://www.mountainvalleyfuneralhome.com/book-of-memories/2203559/Rodgers-Carol/obituary.php
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1988 John Dobson 
John Lowry Dobson (1915 – 2014) was an 

amateur astronomer and is best known 

for the Dobsonian telescope.    

Dobson was born in Beijing, China. His 

maternal grandfather founded Peking 

University, his mother was a musician, 

and his father taught zoology at the 

University. He and his parents moved to 

San Francisco, California in 1927.  

Over time Dobson became interested in 

the universe and its workings. He earned 

a masters degree in chemistry at the 

University of California, Berkeley in 1943, working in E. O. Lawrence's lab. In 1944 he attended 

a lecture by a Vedantan swami. Dobson said the swami “revealed to him a world he had never 

seen.” That same year Dobson joined the Vedanta Society monastery in San Francisco, 

becoming a monk of the Ramakrishna Order. “One of John's responsibilities at the monastery 

was to reconcile astronomy with the teachings of Vedanta. That job led him to build 

telescopes on the side. He took to wheeling them around outside the monastery, fascinating 

the neighbors who would congregate around him.” 

Having left the order in 1967, Dobson in 1968 co-founded the San Francisco Sidewalk 

Astronomers, an amateur astronomy organization that aims to popularize astronomy among 

people on the street, along with Bruce Sams and Jeffery Roloff. It was also at this time that 

Dobson's simple form of telescope, which came to be known as the Dobsonian, became well 

known after he started teaching classes to the public on how to make your own telescope. 

He continued to teach telescope and cosmology classes and traveling as an invited guest for 

astronomical societies, where he spoke about telescope building, sidewalk astronomy, and his 

views of cosmology and the scientific establishment.  In 2004, the Crater Lake Institute 

presented Dobson with its Annual Award for Excellence in Public Service for pioneering 

sidewalk astronomy in the national parks and forests, "where curious minds and dark skies 

collide." In 2005, the Smithsonian magazine listed Dobson as among 35 individuals who have 

made a major difference during the lifetime of that periodical.  

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Dobson_(amateur_astronomer) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Dobson_(amateur_astronomer)
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1989 David Clark 
 

Dave Clark has lived most of his life since 
age 10 in Texas.  He has two sons, Steven 
and Scott, and lives in Cedar Park (near 
Austin) with his wife Valerie, now a 
math/science teacher whom he met 
through TSP. 

He attended the University of North Texas 
in Denton, graduating cum laude with a 
BBA in Accounting.   Dave worked for 
various computer companies including 
over 20 years with IBM.  Dave has written 
over 40 software patents and was 
designated an "IBM Master Inventor". 

 
 

 
His interest in the sky was ignited during one wintry night on the shoulders of his Dad outside 
their home in Simsbury CT, in 1957 watching Sputnik as it passed overhead.   When a neighbor 
in Dallas lent him an Edmund 4.25” telescope gathering dust in a garage in 1965 it did not take 
him long to learn how to turn it to “bright stars” and “discover” Saturn.  He was hooked. By 
this time he was already one of those “space cadets”, marveling at the astronauts of the 
Mercury and Gemini space programs and was "glued to the TV" during Star Trek programs. 
 
Dave assisted the TAS in 1989 with locating and developing a replacement observing site near 
Atoka OK.  They put in roads, electricity, and concrete pads.  They also set up an unusual 
program for site leases, where members could build their own private observing space 
adjacent to the regular observing area.  They found that when members are personally-
invested in an observing site, the use and maintenance of the site is easier to sustain (surely 
this is a nagging problem for all astronomy clubs) 
 
Dave served as a Board member for the Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas and the Austin 
Astronomical Society, and a member of the San Antonio Astronomy Assoc.  He served for 
many years as Chairman/Vice Chairman of the SW Region of the Astronomical League.   
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He co-founded TSP's move to the Prude Ranch in 1992, helped to incorporate TSP in 1997, and 
served as Treasurer and Executive Director. Dave has attended every TSP since 1980. 

 

In his own words 
I think it is very important to encourage folks to become interested in science and specifically 
amateur astronomy.  For most folks, this means a decent (relatively dark) observing site, a 
friendly astronomy club where there you can meet others with similar interest and you can 
discuss equipment and the numerous “how to’s”. 
 
Since many folks don’t have access to a large astronomy club and its resources, a national star 
party made just for amateur astronomers might turn out to be very valuable to the 
community.  We didn’t know how TSP would turn out, but knew it was worth the investment 
to sustain and nurture a place for serious amateurs to go.  You have to be pretty serious into 
astronomy, to drive hundreds/thousands of miles and stay in the mountain desert for a week, 
right? 

Source:  Dave Clark 
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1990 Walter Scott Houston 
 

Walter Scott Houston (May 30, 1912–December 23, 

1993) was a popularizer of amateur astronomy.  

As a boy, Houston learned to build microscopes and 

telescopes and developed an interest in amateur 

astronomy. He soon observed all 103 nebulae and 

star clusters in the Messier catalog. While at the 

University of Wisconsin he began observing variable 

stars and in 1931 he joined the American Association 

of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO). Eventually, he 

contributed more than 12,000 variable star 

observations to AAVSO.  

While living in Kansas in the 1950s, Houston 

undertook radio monitoring of meteor activity. His 

group operated the first automated data collection 

system designed by amateurs for continuous, long-

term collection of meteor event data.[2] The same 

method forms the basis for most forward scatter 

automated detection systems used today, although 

other methods are available.  

In 1955, Houston recruited a few dozen people as satellite spotters for Operation Moonwatch. 

In 1958, his Moonwatch station in Manhattan, Kansas was the first to catch sight of Explorer I, 

the United States' first satellite.[1]  

Houston is best known for the "Deep-Sky Wonders" column which he wrote for Sky & 

Telescope which popularized the observing of deep sky objects.[4] His final column appeared in 

1994, the year after his death. He also published a regional newsletter called The Great Plains 

Observer that was circulated to several thousand amateur astronomers.  

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Scott_Houston 

 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messier_catalog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Wisconsin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variable_star
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variable_star
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Association_of_Variable_Star_Observers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Association_of_Variable_Star_Observers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Scott_Houston#cite_note-WSH-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forward_scatter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Moonwatch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan,_Kansas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Explorer_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Scott_Houston#cite_note-cicco-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_sky_objects
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Scott_Houston#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Scott_Houston
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1991 Amelia & Steve Goldberg 
 

Steve and Amelia live in Houston TX where they 

actively participate in outreach events small and 

big (such as the George observatory and 

discovery green downtown) while coaching and 

mentoring the next generation of amateur 

astronomers. 

Nomination 
Amelia Goldberg has been a member of the 

Houston Astronomical Society since 1980.   She 

has authored the Astronomical League's observing program "The Universe Sampler." Recently 

she was one of the inaugural co-chairwoman of the Women's Special Interest Group.  Amelia is 

perhaps most widely known for her observational prowess. She earned the Astronomical 

League's Master Observer award in 2006. She is currently active in the club’s outreach 

program.  Moreover, wherever she goes these days, you are likely to find her with her 

personally retooled and blinged-out pink telescope, Astraea. Husband Steve, after arriving in 

Houston in 1977, joined the HAS. Several years later, he was elected President in 1980 and 

1981, and then continued on the Board for many years. During his term, the HAS Dark Site was 

first developed. He was also the first webmaster for the HAS and started the annual event 

Astronomy Day, which is continuing today.  Many, many Houstonians owe their success in 

amateur astronomy to the hands-on instruction of Steve Goldberg.   This couple is, quite 

simply, amateur astronomy super stars. In early recognition of their astronomy outreach 

efforts, they had an asteroid named after them. World famous comet hunters David Levy and 

Carolyn S. Shoemaker named Asteroid 16514 Stevelia after Steve and Amelia Goldberg. 

Source: Rene S. Gedaly 
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1992 Richard Berry 
 

 

 

"For furthering astronomy and amateur telescope making through his writing, editing, and 

teaching."  
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1993 Mike Dennis 
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1994 Stephen J. O'Meara 
 

Stephen James O’Meara is an award-winning 

astronomer and author. He earned his 

Bachelor of Science degree from 

Northeastern University and spent his early 

career on the editorial staff of Sky & 

Telescope magazine in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts. He also spent some 15 years 

as a contributing editor and consultant for 

Odyssey, a science magazine for young 

adults. Stephen is a monthly columnist and 

contributing editor for Astronomy magazine 

and an associate editor for GeminiFocus, the 

quarterly publication of the Gemini 

Observatory in Hawaii. 

Aside from the Omega Centauri Award, 

Stephen has also been awarded with the 

Caroline Herschel Award for his greatest visual achievements, including being the first person 

to sight Halley’s Comet on its 1985 return, the discovery of dark “spokes” in Saturn’s B ring 

before the Voyager 1 spacecraft imaged them, and being the first person to determine the 

visual rotation period of the distant planet Uranus. For these accomplishments, the 

International Astronomical Union named asteroid 3637 O'Meara in his honor.  

Stephen has authored or coauthored more than a dozen popular books on astronomy 

(including his acclaimed Deep-Sky Companion series) and other science topics. Stephen’s scary 

science book: Are You Afraid Yet: The Science Behind Scary Stuff, was honored as one of the 

2010 Young Adult Library Services Association Quick Picks for the Reluctant Young Adult 

Readers List. He also created and co-authored Star-Gazing with Jack Horkheimer: Cosmic 

Comics for the Skywatcher. He currently updated and edited the Oxford Dictionary of 

Spaceflight, and is completing a new book on the history of Mars, as well as a book, being 

published by Penguin/Radom House on the Stars over his new home in Botswana Africa, 

where he enjoys the night sky with his wife Deborah Carter. 

When he’s not looking at the sky, Stephen enjoys researching volcanic eruptions and has 

appeared on dozens of TV documentaries ranging from “Ripley’s Believe It or Not” to the 
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Smithsonian Institution’s “Incredible Journey — a celebration of 125 years of discovery at the 

Smithsonian.”  

 

National Geographic Explorer’s "Volcano Hunters" documents his research into finding a 

correlation being the Moon’s tidal pull and volcanic activity; the film was selected as one of 

the year’s best National Geographic documentaries and won the 2002 Golden Eagle Award for 

excellence in documentary.  

Now a contract videographer for National Geographic Digital Motion and a contract 

photographer for National Geographic Image Collection, Stephen continues his tradition of 

sharing his love for all things scientific through his writing, editing, and lectures. 

Stephen received the Omega Centauri award at the Texas Star Party, Prude Ranch, 1994, “for 

advancing astronomy through observation, writing, and promotion, and for sharing his love of 

the sky." 

Source:  Stephen J. O'Meara 
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1995 John Wagoner 
 

According to the GPS I am at the right place, 

it is 11 AM as agreed.  I rang the bell a few 

times but no one is coming.    Dallas and 

Houston are on the same time-zone right?   

The door is ajar.   Although I could find 

myself on the wrong side of  a 12-Gauge, I 

walk in.  There are papers and astronomy 

books everywhere, I feel at home.   I see a 

man ensconced in a white armchair.  At first 

he looks a bit frail and it is clear that rising 

to his feet is very painful for him.   But as 

soon as he speaks,  you know this is a sharp 

mind, what he says is captivating and how 

he says it shows that this is a great and 

gentle leader. 

John Wagoner was born in Salem Ohio  in 

1946.   With a physicist education from CSU, 

Fullerton, he went to  Penn State , where he 

obtained his Masters of Science in 

Geographic Information Systems.   His 

analytical, programming and leadership skills lead him to  Grand Forks ND  for a couple of 

years where he led a complex data processing conversion project for the USAF Credit Union.   

This experience led him to undertake similar data conversion project for West Virginia and 

Texas Credit Union banking and finance products.   He retired after a career in IT with Frito-Lay 

in 2011. 

He was the victim of a horrific accident in 2015  that put him in a coma for 4 weeks and in the 

hospital for 4 months.  Seeing pictures of the wreck, it is hard to believe how anyone could 

survive such a crash.   Although he still suffers from the consequences of this accident, hearing 

him talk about his action in Politics, his involvement with his Church, his work with inner city 

kids and the under- privileged people and his life-long passion for astronomy there is no doubt 

that John Wagoner is back.    

But the fact is, he never left. 
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It all started at age 10 on an Uncle`s farm with a 3” Gilbert reflector.    “I saw a fuzz ball first 

that quickly turned into the Pleiades” he says.   He was hooked.  He cut grass, raked leaves, 

shoveled snow, saved all the money he would be able to buy a brand-new Edmond Scientific 4 

¼ F/10 Newtonian (for $79.95 in the Edmund catalog  , a fortune back then).   Against Mom’s 

orders, he kept reading his “Sky Observer's Guide for Kids” way past his bedtime, under the 

sheets with a flashlight.   Saturn beckoned. 

With his career now under way he joined the Texas Astronomical Society (TAS) in 1978,  

purchased  a state of the art Meade 12.5” , F/6 Newtonian  Reflector and brought it to TSP.  

The Astronomical League had only two observing programs back then:  Messier and Herschel ( 

John is Herschel Certificate  #14), and they cost money.  He decided to do what he could to 

lower the price of entry for the rest of us. 

And so, he single-handedly developed 2 programs that only require binoculars, instruments 

John clearly favors (he owns 15x70, 18x50 stabilized equipped with solar filters, 25x100 with 

parallelogram mount): 

Binocular Messier Club1
 http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-binom.pdf 

Deep Sky Binocular Club http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-binod.pdf 

Of course, John is an accomplished observer who has honed his skills with many telescopes 

along the years.  He mentions bringing to Stellafane a 6” F/4 created by a world class mirror 

maker and a tailor made 14.5” F/4.   He has also produced two highly popular all instruments 

observing programs: 

Arp Peculiar Galaxies Club (CCD imaging) http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-arp.pdf 

Urban Astronomy Club http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-urban.pdf 

And then, there was Australia.    

John was sent there by TAS in April, 1986.  He brought his 14.5” F/4 Dob with him to Ayers 

Rock and got so busy with set up and looking at charts that darkness had fallen by the time he 

looked up.  “I just could not look back down for 5 good minutes” he says.  “I was seeing these 

two beautiful galaxies, right there, I did not expect them to be so big!”.   John Wagoner is back 

in time, his excitement is infectious.   I want to go down there myself!  “The park rangers were 

incredibly nice to us” he continues, “Not only did they let us stay past 10PM, the normal 

closing time, but they said, hey Mate there is an electric shed over there, not much in it, why 

don’t you store all your gear there for the next night?”.   However, checking his charts John 

                                                           
1
 I used John’s words and the astromax links lead to the Astronomical League identical observing programs 

http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-binom.pdf
http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-binod.pdf
http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-arp.pdf
http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-urban.pdf
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was not satisfied.  “They had 500 objects in a 4 degree chart listed there in the LMC, but I 

could see many times that”.   Ever the keen observer, he was right, the local experts confirmed 

that there were 2500 objects in that area of the sky.   This trip resulted in two more programs: 

Southern sky binocular club http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-binos.pdf 

Southern sky telescope observing program 

https://www.astroleague.org/al/obsclubs/southsky/sskytele.htm 

As if this was not enough, John was the A.L.'s Computer User's Group Chairman as well as ran 

the A.L.'s Stargate Computer Bulletin Board Service for twelve years. In 2003, John founded 

the City Lights Astronomical Society for Students (CLASS - http://classusa.org) as a way to 

nurture an interest in astronomy to inner city children.  

John served 18 years on the Board of Directors of the Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas, 

and was that club's Observing Chairman for the same period, and is an Astronomical League 

past National Secretary. Each year, John creates binocular and telescope observing programs 

for the Southwest Region of the Astronomical League (SWRAL)'s Texas Star Party, and serves 

on the Board of Directors of the SWRAL's Texas Star Party.  

After talking to John, it is hard not to set up new goals 

to improve one’s skills and reach higher levels of 

observing achievements.  This capacity to motivate 

has served us all well since John has been the TSP 

Observing  Chairman  for the past 42 years.   

John received the Omega Centauri Award, presented 

annually at the Texas Star Party for service to 

astronomy.  He also  received the Texas Star Party's 

"Lone Stargazer" Award in 1983 for service to the 

Southwest Region of the Astronomical League, these 

and so many other awards clearly so well deserved. 

Some of us manage to cram several life-worth of 

achievements in only one life span.  Ed Flaspoehler 

who walked in mid-way through the interview of his 

long-time friend is another example. 

http://www.astromax.org/pdf/al-binos.pdf
https://www.astroleague.org/al/obsclubs/southsky/sskytele.htm
http://classusa.org/
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1996 Ed Flaspoehler 
Ed Flapoehler was born in Greenville NC in 

1944.   With a degree in music and a minor 

in computer science he was equiped to take 

advantage of life’s opportunities (which he 

always welcome) from whatever side of the 

brain they called upon.  An accomplished 

flute player he is fluent in Mandarin and 

Vietnamese, clear signs of a great ear.   His 

eyes are pretty good too obviously.  As a 

child owner of a small refractor he became 

fascinated by the moon, Jupe and its 

satellites and other objects.   His analytical 

side pushed him to take his refractor apart 

with occasional mishap when trying to put it 

back together.  All great opportunities to 

learn. 

After 8 years in the Air Force his analytical skills lend him to a career in IT as a COBOL 

programmer.  His artistic skills shined when he later became a Website designer.    

He joined TAS in 1980 and quickly found a mentor in John Wagoner.   He started writing small 

papers for Spectrum (TAS newsletter).   

He started the American Association of Amateur Astronomers in 1996 with his friend John 

Wagoner as a way to bring astronomical information via the internet to people who would not 

otherwise have access to an astronomy club. At that time, the AAAA was registered as a 

member society of the AL, and over time became one of the 10 largest clubs in the 

Astronomical League, in terms of number of members. The AAAA website 

is www.astromax.org. 

In recent years, since the AAAA turned its membership base over to the Astronomical League 

to include them in its Member-at-Large program, The American Association of Amateur 

Astronomers has evolved into an online resource for amateur astronomers worldwide.  Their 

resources and information are free to everyone online for the browsing.  

http://www.astromax.org/
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Ed has been a member of the Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas since 1980, and served as 

its president in 1994/1995. He also spent many years on its Board of Directors. He was editor 

of the REFLECTOR, the newsletter of the Astronomical League, for 11 years, from May 1989 to 

August 2000. During his editorship, the magazine 

increased in scope from 8 pages black and white to 24 

pages color, with extensive advertising. 

Ed is recipient of the Astronomical League's "Bob 

Wright" Service Award, which was awarded at 

ALCON 1990 in St. Louis, MO, and the AL President's 

award in 2000, awarded at the Astronomical League 

Convention in Ventura,CA, for his work on the 

REFLECTOR. 

Over the years, Ed has been an occasional speaker at 

various astronomy clubs and star parties in the US 

southwest , including his home club, the Texas 

Astronomical Society of Dallas, the Fort Worth AS, 

the Houston AS, the Oklahoma City Astronomy Club, the 

Astronomical Society of Kansas City, the Great Plains 

Star Party, and StarCon 2002 in Topeka, KS. For 5 years, 

he was an invited speaker to the annual Lake Whitney 

Star Party, near Hillsboro, TX.  Ed was given the Omega 

Centauri award “For furthering astronomy through his 

writing, editing and other services to the Astronomical 

League” at the Texas Star Party in May 1996. 

Driving back to Houston I reflect on what I heard from 

these two giants of our hobby, their touching friendship, 

their impressive achievements, their non-stop 

contribution.  They now have a warm place in my heart 

as I feel so privileged to have met these two outstanding 

citizens of the common good. 

Source:  Interview by Dan Roy at John’s home on 

September 25, 2019 complemented by excerpts from 

http://www.astromax.org/aa01004.htm, edited by Steve 

Goldberg, major edits pending by Ed. Flaspoehler. 

http://www.astromax.org/aa01004.htm
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1997 David H. Levy 
 

Born in 1948 in Montreal Canada, David developed an 

interest in astronomy at an early age. However, he 

pursued and received bachelor’s and master’s 

degrees in English literature. Levy went on to discover 

22 comets, either independently or with Gene and 

Carolyn S. Shoemaker. He has written 34 books, 

mostly on astronomical subjects, such as The Quest 

for Comets, the definitive biography of Pluto-

discoverer Clyde Tombaugh in 2006, and his tribute to 

Gene Shoemaker in “Shoemaker by Levy”. He has 

provided periodic articles for Sky and Telescope 

magazine, as well as Parade Magazine, Sky News and, 

most recently, Astronomy Magazine. 

The asteroid 3673 Levy was named in his honor. Levy 

was awarded the C.A. Chant Medal of the Royal 

Astronomical Society of Canada in 1980. In 1993 he 

won the Amateur Achievement Award of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. In 2007, Levy 

received the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory's Edgar Wilson Award for the discovery of 

comets. In 2008, a special edition telescope, "The Comet Hunter" was co-designed by Levy. 

Together with Martyn Ives, David Taylor, and Benjamin Woolley, Levy won an 1998 News & 

Documentary Emmy Award in the "Individual Achievement in a Craft, Writer" category for the 

script of the documentary 3 Minutes to Impact produced by York Films for the Discovery 

Channel. David and his wife Wendy host a weekly internet radio talk show on astronomy. He is 

also President of the National Sharing the Sky Foundation   

(source http://www.jewage.org/wiki/he/Article:David_H._Levy_-_Biography) 

He was given the Omega Centauri award at the Texas Star Party, Leakey, Texas, May, 1997 

“For his passionate devotion in sharing his excitement and love of astronomy” 

http://www.jewage.org/wiki/he/Article:David_H._Levy_-_Biography
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1998 Robert L Gent 
 

 

Robert Lee Gent was born on August 21, 1947 in Akron, Ohio.  He died on 24 March 2019 in 

Wadsworth Ohio. 

He obtained a Bachelor of Mathematics from Arizona State University in 1974 a Master of 

Science in International Relations from Troy State University, Ramstein, Germany, in 1979 and 

a Bachelor in Astronomy from the University of Texas in 1996.  

He was commissioned Second lieutenant in the United States Air Force in 1974, advanced 

through grades to lieutenant colonel in 1991 and served in Space Systems, worldwide from 

1974 to his retirement in 1993.  

 

He was news editor for the San Antonio Astronomical Society 1993-1995, news editor and 

director of public relations for the International Dark-Sky Association, Tucson AZ, 1997—2006.   

Since he traveled frequently for the Air Force, he made contact with astronomy and light 
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pollution advocates all over the world becoming instrumental in IDA’s international reach.   He 

was liaison officer IDA European, 2001—2006, president of IDA and member of the board of 

directors, 2007—2008.  He remained a volunteer for IDA for the rest of his life. 

He became vice president of the Astronomical League 1998—2002 and its president 2002-

2006.   He was also active with the Astronomical Association Pacific (project ASTRO volunteer 

1996-1998), the American Association Variable Star Observers and the American Astronomical 

Society.  

He was decorated with the Defense Meritorious Service medal and was given the 

Omega Centauri award at the Texas Star Party in Ft. Davis, Texas in April, 1998  “For 

promoting astronomy through  volunteer efforts on behalf of the Astronomical 

League and International Dark-sky Association”. 

Source: https://www.darksky.org/remembering-robert-bob-l-gent/ 

https://prabook.com/web/robert_lee.gent/1371101 

https://www.astroleague.org/content/astronomical-league-president-bob-l-gent-1947-2019 

 

 

   

https://www.darksky.org/remembering-robert-bob-l-gent/
https://prabook.com/web/robert_lee.gent/1371101
https://www.astroleague.org/content/astronomical-league-president-bob-l-gent-1947-2019
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1999 Jackie Buecher 
 

For using her financial expertise and leadership skills in service to the Astronomical League and 

its members. 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 1999 
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2000 Candace Pratt  &  Carol Cole 
 

For encouraging advanced deep sky observational astronomy with the Astronomical League’s  

Herschel II observing program 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2000 
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2001 Tom Clark 
For furthering the advancement of amateur astronomy through telescope making, writing and 

publications 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2001 
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2002 Bob & Lisa Summerfield 
For bringing astronomy to the public through educational programs and activities 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2002 
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2003 Attilla Danko 
 

Attila Danko’s Clear Skies Chart (CSC) is an 

on-line resource for astronomers. The site 

forecasts the visibility of several thousands 

of North American locations (6,300+ as of 

this writing) during a 48-hour window. By 

using CSC, skygazers can avoid the 

disappointment of an observing session 

ruined by suddenly cloudy skies. Although 

born in hungary he was brought to Canada 

by his parents as a baby and is now based 

in Ottawa, Danko is the wizard behind CSC. 

He got the idea for the Charts the first time 

he saw the meteorological data processed 

by Allan Rahill's innovative software at the 

Canadian Meteorological Center (CMC) in 

Montreal, especially in the area of forecasting seeing.  Rahill's data-processing algorithms, 

based on what he learned from tedious observations, make the Charts possible. Now, 

according to Danko, the Charts are even more useful. 

 

"Even knowledgeable amateur astronomers often confuse tube currents with seeing effects.  

He once tested two different scopes that weren't even 100 feet apart and found the seeing 

dramatically different. The larger Newtonian had significant tube currents, and that was it," he 

explains2. 

 

The seeing forecasts consider wind speeds and other factors at all altitudes — not just where 

the Jet Stream appears. "It's the lower couple hundred feet that make the difference, outside 

the Jet. If you plot altitude versus seeing effects, you get a bump in the curve right where the 

Jet is located, but down here [near the scope] you get a shape like this [Danko draws a long, 

inclined ramp] showing how much the lower atmosphere right over your scope contributes," 

says Danko. 

                                                           
2 Danko spent the whole night peering through Peter Ceravolo and Roland Christen telescopes (both Maksutov-Newtonians) at 
Starfest (canada's largest star party) in 1994 to make these observations. 

http://www.astronomy.com/sitefiles/resources/image.aspx?item={AE924CF2-492D-4C61-8991-A98494F471EE}
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To check your observing location, visit the CSC web site. — Jeff Barton 

Attila Danko was given the 2003 Omega Centauri award at the Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, 

Texas, May, 2003, “For making observing more efficient for everyone who uses his Clear Sky 

Chart.  This internet program uses supercomputer forecast models to provide 

cloud/transparency and seeing information for any location in North America.” 

Source:  Reprinted from Astronomy magazine May 2005 with minor editing after Danko’s 

corrective Email. 

 

  

http://www.cleardarksky.com/csk/
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2004 Richard Brown 
 

As a child I was fascinated by our New 

England skies. I even built a small 

telescope using a stove pipe and other 

parts. No, it did not work well so I 

tossed it in our basement and forgot 

about it. 

Fast forward to many years later living 

in the Dallas area, I saw a news 

program about the Texas Astronomical 

Society of Dallas and those childhood 

memories reappeared. In 1993 I joined 

TAS and thanks to some great Club 

Members like Bill Henderson, I begin 

to really learn the fantastic Texas night 

skies. Within a few years I become a very good Visual Observer. Next was learning Outreach as 

I volunteered at Copper Breaks State Park and became their “Big Chief Sky Guide” leading their 

monthly StarWalks building a corp of dedicated volunteers. 

Then I was asked to assist R.L. Turner High School, Carrollton with their field observing for 

their Astronomy Students. Thank you Bedie Post, Science Teacher for keeping my contact info 

and asking my assistance for your students. Next a special thanks to the City of Farmers Branch 

for allowing the students and the public to have monthly Star Parties that continue today. TAS 

Members have made these events possible with their scopes and Outreach Skills. 

Finally as a Lead Volunteer at Comanche Springs Astronomy Campus in Foard County, Texas, I 

became known as “The Dob Guy” operating Dob scopes up to 30 inch mirrors in size. As I grew 

in my visual knowledge of learning and sharing our night skies, I completed the Master 

Observer level through the Astronomical League and today, Outreach and sharing our night 

skies with individuals and groups is still my passion. Again, thanks to observers like Bill that 

patiently helped me learn our fantastic Texas night skies. 

Richard was given the Omega Centauri award “For Increasing Public Awareness of Astronomy 

Through his Organization of New and Varied Educational and Star Party Programs” at the 

Texas star party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2004 

Source:  Richard Brown 
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2005 Steve Coleman – Clyde Heath – Larry Slay -Tom Mc Dermott – 

George Huling 
For Linking Amateur Astronomers Worldwide through Amateur Radio 

TEXAS STAR PARTY, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2005 
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2006 Larry Mitchell 
 

As a kid I was always interested in science fiction 

and all things dealing with space and at the age of 

around ten I discovered the best possible answer 

to this interest and that was astronomy. I was 

given a smalI Gilbert 3 inch reflector with a plastic 

mirror but l used it constantly. L grew up in a 

small town and had nobody to discuss astronomy 

with, and computers did not exist like they do 

today, so my education was rather limited.  I had 

only two booklets on astronomy as a guide and all 

of the photos in these books were taken with the 

100 inch or 200 inch telescopes.  Therefore my 

observing was limited to the moon and the planets, but l was in heaven and can still 

remember my first view of Saturn, which completely blew me away, and exactly where I was 

when I first saw it.  I also would sneak out at night, after midnight and make drawing of 

meteors during meteor showers.   

Then in high school l got involved with sports and girls and astronomy took a back seat for a 

while, but the interest never left.  Halley’s comet only added to the interest l already had and I 

drove about 80 miles west of town to see it and oddly ended up within about 5 miles of what 

was to become my second home, the observing site for the Houston Astronomical Society.  In 

1985 l was looking in the Saturday paper looking for something to do and saw where the NASA 

folks were having a "Mars Party” at Armand Bayou.  I eagerly went and was astonished at all of 

these huge 8 inch telescopes owned by amateurs.   I spent the night in complete fascination 

looking at things like the Ring Nebula and the Cocoon, which I formerly had thought 

impossible to see in amateur instruments. One person in particular, AI Kelly, seemed very 

knowledgeable and l spent most of the evening looking through his 8 inch Meade telescope. I 

knew instantly that my life had taken a sudden change and the very next day l begun looking 

for a telescope and almost immediately purchased a 10 inch Meade telescope.  I then 

discovered the Houston Astronomical Society and knew I was hooked for life.  I went to all the 

meeting and to our observing site at Columbus at every opportunity.  With a lot of help from 

my friends l gradually began to learn the sky and began observing the Herschel 400 objects. 

After completing this l then did the Messier list.  I decided why limit Herschel's observations to 

only 400 objects and began observing all of them. This project took years but I became 
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obsessed, but l loved it.  I would go to Columbus on a Tuesday night and observe until 12:00 or 

12:30 then pack and drive the 1.5 hour drive home and then be at work the next day at 8:00. I 

did this many times.  

I wanted more aperture and around 1990 l built a 24 inch F4.5 telescope, again with help from 

my friends.  With this l was in heaven.   I completed all 2508 (my observations) of the Herschel 

objects with this telescope and along the way I discovered a supernova 1994S.  I also wrote 

several observing articles for "Astronomy" magazine and "Sky and Telescope". One article on 

observing star clusters and nebulae within M31, the Andromeda Galaxy, was very well 

received from amateurs from all over the world.  I also give lectures on various aspects of 

astronomy and have spoken all over the country and in Cambridge England, which was terrific. 

In 1993, my friend Dave Kriege of Obsession telescopes talked me into letting him build me a 

36 inch telescope and the 1993 Texas Star Party was the first year it was there, and the lines of 

interested observers was unending.  It has been to every one since until the 2018 star party at 

which I took my new 20 inch telescope which is more portable.  Literally thousands of people 

have looked through the big scope, and l greatly enjoy showing people this beautiful universe 

that we live in, which is unknown to so many.  Since 2000 I have been the Advanced Observing 

Program chairman for the Texas Star Party and it has been very rewarding. The goal is to 

educate people about what they are viewing and also to get them to visually observe those 

objects with mode exotic names, but which are still visible in medium sized telescopes. 

Knowing what one is looking at makes it an interesting object rather than some dimm fuzzy 

like feature barely discernable above the sky background. The program has been a huge 

success for the past twenty years and currently l am writing a book an some of the objects and 

half of it is at the publishers.   

lam still as passionate about astronomy and observing as I ever was and am greatly looking 

forward to future discoveries.  It is an exciting time to be an astronomer, as new discoveries 

are coming in daily, and we amateur astronomers are lucky enough to be a part of that  -- lsn't 

it WONDERFUL!... 

Larry Mitchell was given the Omega Centauri award at the Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas in 

April 2006 “For encouraging others to look beyond the ordinary through his Advanced 

Observing programs at TSP.” 

2007 Dennis Borgman 
For Furthering Public Education in Astronomy through His Public Outreach activities 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2007 
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2008 John Rudd 
For furthering public education in astronomy through unflagging participation in 

public outreach programs 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, June, 2008 
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2009 Terence Dickinson 
 

Born 10 Nov 1943, Toronto, Ontario. Canadian 

amateur astronomer and accomplished 

astrophotographer who lives near Yarker, Ontario, 

Canada.  

Dickinson became interested in astronomy at age 5, 

after seeing a bright meteor. When he was 14 he 

received a 60 mm telescope as a Christmas present: 

the first of nearly 20 telescopes he has owned. Past 

occupations include editor of Astronomy magazine 

and planetarium instructor. He became a full-time 

science writer in 1976.  

He is the author of 14 astronomy books for both 

adults and children. He is the editor of SkyNews 

magazine, which he founded in 1995. Dickinson has 

been an astronomy commentator for Discovery 

Channel Canada and taught at St. Lawrence College. 

He has made appearances at such places as the Ontario Science Centre. The asteroid 5272 

Dickinson is named after him. 

The Royal Canadian Institute awarded him the Sandford Fleming Medal in 1992. In 1995 

Dickinson was made a Member of the Order of Canada,[1] which is the nation's highest civilian 

achievement award. The Astronomical Society of the Pacific awarded him the Klumpke-

Roberts Award in 1996. He received an honorary Doctor of Science degree from Queen's 

University in 2019. 

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terence_Dickinson 

He was awarded the Omega Centauri in 2009 “For Excellence in Furthering Public 

Understanding of Astronomy” 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, April, 2009 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terence_Dickinson
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2012 Perry & Patricia Remaklus 
For furthering the advancement of amateur astronomy through publications and software 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, April, 2012 
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2013 Don Olson - Russell Doescher 

 

For the last 25 years, Olson has been blurring 

the line between the hard sciences and the 

humanities. Pulling on his expertise in 

astronomy and his passion for the arts, he has 

published over 40 articles debunking historical 

misconceptions and resolving artistic mysteries. 

Olson received his PhD in physics from UC-

Berkeley, and after studying galaxy structure for 

two years at UT-Austin, he settled into Texas 

State, where he has been teaching since the 

early 1980s. 

Long a connoisseur of art and literature, Olson 

was approached in 1987 with a proposition that 

would allow him to merge the arts with his 

expertise in astronomy. An English professor 

asked for his help in interpreting astronomical 

references in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. 

Shortly afterward, a history professor had a similar request, this time looking at the impact of 

moonlight and tides on the amphibious invasion at the Battle of Tarawa during World War II. “I 

owe so much to these two professors,” said Olson. “They changed everything for me.” 

Along with student researchers, he has traversed the world in search of astronomical truths. In 

2009, he floated the English Channel in the same tidal conditions that Caesar would have 

encountered before landing on Great Britain in 55 B.C. His findings: English textbooks had it 

wrong. The first recorded event in English history took place on a different day than 

previously thought. Olson’s work on the death of Civil War Gen. Stonewall Jackson, who died 

by misguided Confederate fire while silhouetted against a full moon, prompted a re-

enactment of the event on the night when moon conditions would have best simulated those 

that led to Jackson’s demise. 

His eyes light up when he talks about the historical projects he has worked on. “D-Day!” he 

exclaimed. “Tides were huge on D-Day, of course!” 

He was equally excited about the Almanac Trials, Abraham Lincoln’s most famous legal case as 

a trial lawyer: “Many people thought Abe Lincoln was being dishonest about his description of 
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the moon!”. In 1990, Olson and Russell Doescher, a fellow astronomer at Texas State, 

confirmed that Lincoln was right to claim that a witness in the 1857 murder of James Metzger 

could not have clearly see the altercation in the light of a nearly full moon high in the sky, 

because the moon was actually going out of sight near the horizon. 

Ultimately, Olson has drawn attention to a little-known subgenre of astronomy: celestial 

sleuthing. In the process, he’s drawn readers who aren’t otherwise interested in astronomy. 

“He picks topics that resonate with people far outside of regular astronomy,” said Roger 

Sinnott, former editor of Sky and Telescope magazine. “He’s been a real gem for the magazine, 

given us a whole new type of article.” 

Olson’s popular work has been mentioned in such major media outlets as the New York Times, 

the Guardian and Time magazine, but his critics span the interdisciplinary divide that he 

intends to bridge.   Likewise, some art historians accuse Olson of removing the component of 

mystery from great works of art. For example, he found that the red sky behind Edvard 

Munch’s “The Scream” was not a manifestation of the artist’s mental landscape, but a 

scientifically verified volcanic event. It’s a revelation that threatens to reduce art to something 

that can be explained rather than interpreted. 

“We never assume that artists are painting reality,” said Olson. “But we try to make a 

convincing case with the ones that we choose.”  Twenty-five years in, Olson has little doubt 

that his nontraditional path as a physicist was the right choice. “This work has really enriched 

my life,” he said. “I get to look at really beautiful paintings and read Walt Whitman.” He adds 

that it has allowed him to return to a broader spectrum of interests. 

“Remember when we didn’t have to specialize?” he asked rhetorically. “Doing this work has 

allowed me to broaden my scope of interests again and apply my little bit of expertise.” 

Olson has compiled chapters about each of his projects in two books, Celestial 

Sleuth (Springer, 2014) and Further Adventures of the Celestial Sleuth (Springer, 2018). 

Source: https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/forensic-astronomer-solves-fine-arts-

puzzles-116770403/ 

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/18277556_Donald_W_Olson 

https://alcalde.texasexes.org/2011/10/ut-trained-scientist-works-as-celestial-sleuth/ 

http://donolson.wp.txstate.edu/ 

 

Don and Russel were given the Omega Centauri “For teaching us history through forensic 

astronomy” at the Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2013 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/forensic-astronomer-solves-fine-arts-puzzles-116770403/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/forensic-astronomer-solves-fine-arts-puzzles-116770403/
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/18277556_Donald_W_Olson
https://alcalde.texasexes.org/2011/10/ut-trained-scientist-works-as-celestial-sleuth/
http://donolson.wp.txstate.edu/
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2014 Jeff Barton 
 

Jeff Barton has been observing since he was 

in the third grade, got his first telescope 

when he was in fifth grade, and did his first 

public outreach as a sixth-grader at Crane 

Middle School. That was a sunspot viewing 

using a 50mm Swift refractor fitted with a 

Unitron solar projection screen in 1959. He's 

been at it ever since. 

Crane, Texas, is exactly one tank of gas from 

McDonald Observatory (provided that tank is 

the 10-gallon one in a 1963 Volkswagen 

Beetle) and from the time he got his driver's license until he left Crane for the USMC and 

college he was a regular visitor. 

"Back then," he says, "I could fill up for $3.59, pack a couple of sandwiches and a jacket, and 

be in front of the Struve dome by sunset in summertime." 

He did that a lot. 

"In 1997 or '98, I was at a speaker's dinner at a conference. I was talking to the chairperson's 

husband, Bill, and he asked if the Beetle was white. Why, yes it was, I said. He said he was the 

assistant director at the observatory then and the astronomers had nicknamed me The Pest," 

Barton says. 

In 1997, Barton founded the StarGeezer Star Party in Garland at Crowley Park. He met Richard 

Brown, joined the Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas,  and moved the event to the park 

across the street from the lake in Spring Park on Jonandrea Lane, where it still is held on the 

first Saturday of the month.  

Barton was moderator at the online Forum at Astronomy Magazine when, in 2000, Richard 

introduced him to Fred Koch of Quanah and the StarWalk at Copper Breaks State Park. That 

led eventually to his current position as Director of Astronomy at Comanche Springs 

Astronomy Campus, founded by Koch and 3 Rivers Foundation in 2005. 
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Barton was co-chair of the annual convention of The Astronomical League in 2006, is a 

member of The Meteorical Society, the American Astronomical Society, the Texas 

Astronomical Society of Dallas, and is a NASA/JPL Solar System Ambassador. He continues his 

outreach these days primarily through his job at 3RF, where he shares the night sky with 

"several thousand people" annually. 

He was given the Omega Centauri award 

by his good friend David Moody at the 

Texas Star Party in May 2014 "For 

Educational Outreach on Astronomy"  

Source: Jeff Barton 
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2015 Deborah Moran 
 

Debbie lives in Houston where she is part of 

the top tier of HAS leadership.   She leads HAS 

novice program, aimed at the next generation 

of astronomers.  She has also become a 

preeminent advocate against light pollution, 

having succeeded in changing lighting policies 

in many areas of Houston. 

Nomination 

This year's recipient is an in-demand speaker 

on astronomy in schools and at civic events, a 

champion defender against light pollution, a 

lead science fair judge who takes astronomy 

outreach to a global audience, and is a speaker at TSP, in fact, she gave a talk at the first ever 

TSP AstroLearn Workshop, geared to the novice observer.  She has been leading the important 

effort of motivating the next generation of astronomers ever since as the Education and 

Novices VP of the Houston Astronomical Society.   Debbie has even reached out beyond our 

borders by helping a deserving student from Uganda to start his own astronomy club by 

paying for his HAS membership and sending him material and astronomical instruments.  

Source: HAS website Original article which appeared in GuideStar June, 2015 and private Email 

from Rene S. Gedaly. 

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2015 
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2016 Gary Carter 
 

Gary Carter is a long-time fixture with 
the Texas Astronomical Society of 
Dallas (TAS), having served in several 
leadership positions with the Society 
over twenty-nine years, and being an 
amateur astronomer in North Texas 
area for over fifty years. This long 
tenure has given him a bird’s eye view 
of light pollution and attitudinal 
changes toward it.  

 

He received the Omega Centauri Award from the Texas Star Party in recognition of dedicated 
service toward astronomy through Education and Public Outreach through the Texas 
Astronomical Society of Dallas, NASA/JPL Solar System Ambassadors program, Three Rivers 
Foundation Comanche Springs Astronomy Campus, City Lights Astronomical Society for 
Students, International Dark Sky Association, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, and the 
Girl Scouts of Northeast Texas.  

Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, May, 2016 

Source: Gary Carter 
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2017 Joe Khalaf 
 

Joe Khalaf was born in Houston, TX, in 
November, 1973, and, despite travelling 
extensively for nearly 2 decades, had lived 
there most of his life.  From the earliest time 
he could remember, he has always been 
fascinated by astronomy and space, and has 
been peering into the heavens since he got his 
first telescope, a department-store 60mm 
Jason-brand refractor, on his 7th birthday. 

Joe has been a member of the Houston 
Astronomical Society since 2000, but only 
recently became more active in outreach and 
leadership in 2015, when he took a new 
position in his career that allowed him less 
time on airplanes and more time at home. 

His first “official” outreach effort was with previous Omega Centauri Award winner Debbie 
Moran at the Riverbend Girl Scout Stargazing event in June of 2013, and since then, he has 
become the Education and Outreach co-chairperson at the Houston Astronomical Society, 
helping to plan, organize, and rally volunteers for hundreds of public outreach efforts for the 
club.   From that first event in 2003, Joe has logged over a thousand hours organizing outreach 
star parties, setting up his 8” SCT outreach telescope for the public to view through, and giving 
talks to libraries, retirement homes, and other organizations wanting to learn more about the 
heavens.  For Joe, kindling the curiosity all of us have about space is the reason he loves to 
perform astronomy outreach, and he doesn’t see himself stopping any time soon. 

Nomination Remarks made at the 2017 TSP awards 

The TSP Omega Centauri Award is all about Outreach—and Outreach is fun.  I'm not so sure 

that's how most of us first think about Outreach. It wouldn't be so hard to get folks to 

volunteer if it were.   Scary.   Scary's more like it. See if you can relate:  

 What if I can't find something to show the public in the urban sky? Between the clouds, 

and clouds, we know, are inevitable.  

 What if I can't answer a question? We're the experts, after all. 

 And it's one thing to wrangle a telescope in the privacy of one's own backyard. Quite 

another to do so in public. 
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Our Omega Centauri candidate has been changing those attitudes. 

Before he became the new Outreach Guy at HAS, he had benefitted from the experience of 
the previous Outreach Chairperson, Bram Weisman. Our candidate valued how Outreach had 
helped him develop as an astronomer. And when Bram rotated off, he did not want that to 
end. 

We've had some pretty amazing outreach events over the years. The school science nights and 
STEM events are part of it. So are youth groups and camps for special populations, star parties 
at museums and planetariums and arboretums and theaters. 

Then there are the events off the beaten path. 

 A star party at a Community Garden for those more used to Looking Down and digging 
in the earth. They asked us to help them Look Up. 

 A star party on the grounds of the Texas Renaissance Fair for a music festival. 

 And a favorite event. A star party in Downtown Houston on top of the Raven Tower Bar. 
Yeah, wish I'd gotten to that one. 

But these fun events are not the only reason the candidate was considered. 

It's because he found he could help overcome the natural fears of the budding astronomer 
while getting them much needed time out under the sky at the same time. Paired with more 
experienced volunteers, we do have novice astronomers come out and help. And they have 
fun doing it. 

He knew firsthand that Outreach helps us learn. Outreach is not only a way to share our 
hobby, it's also a way to learn about our hobby-right along with the public. Close to home, in 
good enough weather. 

I'm Rene Gedaly and it is my distinct honor as President of the Houston Astronomical Society 
to present the 2017 Omega Centauri Award to Joe Khalaf.  

Source:  Rene Gedaly and Joe Khalaf  
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2018 Fort Bend Astronomy Club 

 

Fort Bend Astronomy Club (FBAC) Astronomical League Outreach Award Ceremony, February 2017 
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Nomination 
May 12, 2018 TSP Omega Centauri Award Presentation Speech given by Gary Carter, 2016 

Omega Centauri Award Winner 

As parents, we understand how a gentle guiding hand over a long period of time can positively 

influence the directions and choices a child makes in life.  We open the mind’s eye to a variety 

of opportunities and a sense of wonderment to be explored and understood. My parents 

provided me and my siblings those opportunities.  Some they knew plenty about.  Some they 

knew very little about. But they always found places where subject matter experts could 

impart that knowledge and experience upon me. Some for better, some for worse, as it goes in 

life.   

As many of you here know, I have strived to do the same for my own children. Through 

education and public outreach, we amateur astronomers undertake a critical public service 

role: one where we extend the opportunity to explore the wonders of the universe through 

various branches of astronomy and space science at public star party events, through school 

science fairs, augmenting in-classroom learning and other venues.  And we do this even 

though we often can’t know that we’ve sparked an interest or in fact ignited a lifetime of 

passion and pursuit to embrace the science and technology, engineering and math, and for the 

lucky ones, even astronomy as a vocation. But we forge ahead knowing that possibility exists. 

This year’s Omega Centauri Award will recognize for the first time ever the collective works of 

an organization that has dedicated many volunteer hours to just this kind of service and 

outreach.  But before I reveal the recipient, let me share a few of their achievements in 2017.  

Sixty-six (66) members of this organization participated in 49 Astronomy On Wheels events. 

Astronomy On Wheels is a club-sponsored education community outreach program that brings 

astronomy to the public.  It was also the first astronomy education outreach program in the 

greater Houston area.  It visited area schools, Texas Star Party, Astronomy Day, club-

sponsored camping and observing trips, and even to raise public awareness about light 

pollution in the Fort Bend county and Houston areas. 

Club members bring their own telescopes or club loaner scopes and conduct star parties in 

schools, scout troops, as well as occasional church or home owner’s associations.  Over the 

years, the size of an Astronomy On Wheels event has ranged from 50 to well over 1,200 

students, teachers, parents, and guests.  Depending upon the event, club members may give a 

PowerPoint presentation explaining the science of astronomy.  They may also give talks. 

These same club members conducted 58 education public outreach sessions at the George 

Observatory.  The club supports and helps manage the George Observatory in Brazos Bend 
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State Park, located 30 miles southwest of Houston.  They own and operate an 18” fork-

mounted reflecting telescope in one of the 3 domes, and club members also serve as 

volunteers operating the 36” and 14” telescopes in two other domes. Public nights, ordinarily 

on Saturday, provide the opportunity to educate the public in the science of Astronomy.   

The [club’s] cumulative [volunteer] hours total 7,440, reaching an audience of 20, 265 

attendees in 2017.  This effort resulted in the Astronomical League issuing 171 certificates and 

51 pins to the FBAC volunteers.  Overall 79 club members have earned at least 1 Astronomical 

Outreach Award with 32 at Master Level, 28 at Stellar Level and 19 at Outreach Level.   

So it is my privilege and honor to present the prestigious TSP 2018 Omega Centauri Award to 

the well-deserving members of the Fort Bend Astronomy Club.  Receiving this award on behalf 

of the Fort Bend Astronomy Club is our very own, Amelia Goldberg.  Congratulations. 

(Transcription courtesy of Jo Sutter, FBAC Astronomy On Wheels Co-Chair 2018)  
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2019 Daniel and Rebeca Roy 
Born 1948 (Dan) and 1958 (Rebeca) 

Live in League City, TX (near Houston) 

Dan is a retired bio-med and space systems software 

engineer.  Rebeca is a retired Certified Nursing Assistant 

and mother of three.  Dan is from Paris France, Rebe 

from Tepatitlan Mexico.   We lived in Pittsburgh PA for 

decades where Rebe often said “Frio” (Cold in Spanish).  

Now it is Dan who often says “Chaud” (Hot in French).   

We do plan to stay.  Call that marriage “compromise”. 

Nomination 

Dan and Rebeca are regular outreach members of the 

three major astronomy societies in the area.  Dan often volunteer for whatever help is needed 

at the George observatory, showing the constellations, sharing binoculars and stories with the 

public while Rebeca encourages all to operate her 100mm refractor by themselves in two 

languages.  In partnership with their city, they organize monthly and opportunistic star parties 

in a local park, handing lists of URLs for astronomy information and free software.  They use 

computers and displays when the weather is not cooperating.  They regularly communicate by 

phone, Emails and social networks with the public in English, Spanish and French. 

In their own words 
Hearing the “Wow, cool!” from kids and seeing the appreciation of adults is addictive.  Who 

knows, perhaps this little girl who got so excited seeing Saturn will be the first human on Mars.  

Encourage the kids to touch, science is fun!  Don’t forget small ladders for the little ones and a 

cell phone adapter for the adults to take pictures at the eyepiece.  Use social media, the press 

and local government support to spread the word.  Remind colleagues to use all the patience 

and social grace we are all famous for.  Rebe can do that  in two languages, I’m still working on 

English.  Share a list of URLs, particularly free software like Stellarium, share stories (beats 

mass and spectral type), share the science behind the beauty of the heavens, but most 

importantly, share the fun! 

Rebe and Dan were given the Omega Centauri award at the Texas Star Party, Ft. Davis, Texas, 

in May, 2019 

 


